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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel approach for document re-ranking in information retrieval based on topic-comment structure of texts. While most information retrieval models make the assumption that relevant documents are about the query and that aboutness can be captured considering bags of words only, we rather consider a more sophisticated analysis of discourse to capture document relevance by distinguishing the topic of a text from what is said about the topic (comment) in the text. The topic-comment structure of texts is extracted automatically from the first retrieved documents which are then re-ranked so that the top documents are the ones that share their topics with the query. The evaluation on TREC collections shows that the method significantly improves the retrieval performance.

Index Terms—Information retrieval, document re-ranking, information structure, topic, comment, theme, rheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information retrieval (IR) is usually grounded on the hypothesis that relevant documents are about the query; the query being supposed to reflect properly the user’s information need [1].

Aboutness is not as simple to define as it seems and IR suggested various definitions. For example, Cummins [2] mentions that the term-occurrence frequency is ”a measure of the degree to which a document is about a specific term”. Concretely, most of IR models make the hypothesis that aboutness can be caught by matching the query terms and the document terms, both considered as bags of words [3][1]. Aboutness is thus seen at a general level, considering the discourse topic, that is to say what the entire text or paragraph (in case of focused or XML passage retrieval) is about.

In linguistics, the notion of aboutness is more complex and is related to the topic (or theme), which is what the text (typically a sentence) is about, while the comment (or rheme or focus) is what is being said about the topic [4].

As a matter of fact, when seeking for information using a search engine, the user is generally interested by the comment not by the topic. Although, the topic is mandatory to make the link between the user’s information need and the text aboutness. Current IR models do not distinguish these two aspects in texts.

In this paper, our goal is to improve the ranking of retrieved document by taking advantage of the information structure, i.e. the topic-comment structure of texts. More precisely, in our approach the notion of aboutness is first considered at the discourse-level using current IR model and then at the clause level in order to re-order the retrieved documents so that the top ones are more likely to bring useful comments on the query topic. According to our model, rather than matching the query terms with the document terms wherever they occur in the information structure, we promote an approach in which the query terms should match differently the topic and the comment parts of the sentences.

Let consider a query Dostoyevsky and two examples of documents.

Example 1:
{Dostoyevsky}topic {expressed religious, psychological and philosophical ideas in his writings}comment.
{He}topic {admired Hoffmann who influenced his works}comment.

Example 2:
{Berdyaev}topic {expressed religious, psychological and philosophical ideas in his writings}comment.
{He}topic {admired Dostoyevsky who influenced his works}comment.

Example 1 is talking about Dostoyevsky’s work while the second document (example 2) is about Berdyaev.

The traditional bag-of-words approaches are not able to distinguish the difference between these texts. Both documents would have the same score according to bag-of-words based methods since
• the query term Dostoyevsky occurs once in each document;
• the documents are of the same length;
• the only different terms are Hoffmann and Berdyaev.

In contrast to this, we hypothesize that document topics should occur in topic parts of sentences.

In most languages the common means to mark topic-comment relations are word order and intonation. However, since we are considering only textual documents in this study, we do not look at intonation annotation. In texts, the prominent construction for topic-comment is the so-called topic fronting. Topic fronting refers to placing the topic at the beginning of a clause regardless whether it is marked or not [4][5]. Thus, even if complex linguistic-based methods could be used to extract topic-comment structure from sentences, the topic fronting feature can be used as a simpler way to extract the information structure. Moreover too sophisticated linguistic
methods would not be applicable at a large scale to analyze document sentences for IR purposes.

In this paper, we focus on automatic annotation based on the topic fronting assumption. The method we proposed requires only shallow parsing, namely sentence chunking and part-of-speech (POS) tagging to automatically extract the information structure. Topic-comment identification can be either done off-line on the all collection or on-line on the retrieved document set. In the first case our approach could be applied as a ranking method. Since we applied topic-comment detection on the retrieved document set only, we use it as a re-ranking method.

We evaluate our method on two different collections: TREC Robust and WT10G. We compare our method considering several commonly used measures (MAP, NDCG and BPREF) both to BM25 and a strong baseline consisting of an initial retrieval performed by Divergence from Randomness model 1nL2 and the Bo2 pseudo-relevance feedback method implemented in Terrier platform which provides state-of-the-art effective retrieval mechanisms [6].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related works considering both topic-comment structure research and its applications in IR. Section III provides the novel method we promote for document re-ranking that exploits the information structure to better match queries and documents. Section IV describes the evaluation framework. Section V presents the results and discusses them. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Topic-comment Structure in Linguistics

Apparently, Henri Weil could be the one who introduced the topic-comment opposition in 1844 [7]. He established the connection between topic-comment structure and word order. At that time the topic was called a psychological subject, while the comment was defined as psychological predicate.

Definition 1: A clause-level topic is the phrase in a clause that the rest of the clause is understood to be about, and the comment is what is being said about the topic. According to W. Mathesius [8], the topic does not provide new information but it connects the sentence to the context. Thus, the topic and the comment are opposed in terms of the given/new information. This contraposition is called information structure (i.e. the topic-comment structure).

Let’s consider two examples:

Example 3:

\{Anna\}topic \{married Sam 3 years ago\}comment.

Example 4:

\{Sam\}topic \{married Anna 3 years ago\}comment.

The sentence in Example 3 is about Anna, while the sentence in Example 4 is about Sam. Thus, the topic of ex. 3 is Anna, while the topic ex. 4 is Sam. The comment is the answer on the question What’s about the topic?

Topic-comment influence has been studied on speech technology. Research work investigates intonational focus assignment or the relation between discourse structure and posture and gesture in order to design embodied conversational agents.

Information structure in texts presupposes the dichotomy of information units, namely topic and comment [9]. These information units are triggers for syntactic and semantic processes, namely word order (dislocation), prosody ((de) accentuation), and interpretation. Dislocation and accentuation mainly appear within sentence bounds, while discourse linking put a sentence into a discourse context and thus influence the interpretation.

The collaborative research cluster (SFB) 632 proposed guidelines for the annotation of information structure [10] as follows:

Definition 2: A Noun Phrase (NP) X is the Aboutness Topic of a sentence S containing X if

1) S would be a natural continuation to the announcement

Let me tell you something about X.

2) S would be a good answer to the question What about X?

3) S could be naturally transformed into the sentence Concerning X, S” where S” differs from S only insofar as X has been replaced by a suitable pronoun.

Cook and Bildhauer [11] shows that despite using the same guideline, annotator agreement on topic-comment is sometimes difficult to obtain.

Actually, manual annotation of information structure in texts challenges the identification of the focus of a sentence or the discourse topic [12]. Versley and Gastel proposed to chunk texts into topic segments since the discourse relations are usually bounded by topic segments [12]. Relations (subordinating or coordinating) fall into the following categories: contingency, expansion, temporal, comparison, and reporting.

Some work has been carried out for automatic topic segmentation in broadcast news and has been applied for example in the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) program mainly based on word usage [13] or using prosodic clues [14].

Importantly enough, in texts, there exist special constructions to introduce the comment: topic fronting, placing the topic at the beginning of the clause is prominent. In this paper, rather than using discourse parser which is too time consuming for large amount of texts, we develop a simpler way of extracting topic-comment structure for IR (see Section III).

B. Discourse-level Topic vs Rhetorical Relations and Topic-comment Structure in IR

Matching the discourse-level topic referring to the notion of aboutness of a document has been well studied in IR literature [15][1][3]. However, modern search engines are essentially key word oriented and, thus, do not consider the relationships between terms [3] nor between topics [16]. On the other hand, linguistic analysis is crucial for text interpretation; as an example rhetorical relationships indicated how the parts of a coherent text are linked to each other.

Various parsers extract discourse structure such as HILDA [17] which implements topic changes or SPADE [18]. Both parsers were trained at the RST-DT corpus annotated according to Rhetorical Structure Theory [19]. Although the
original set of discourse relations were limited to 24, the RST-DT corpus contains about one hundred relations. This set is usually reduced by the integration of relations into classes. Thus, in SPADE discourse parser, 18 rhetorical relations are taken into account: attribution, background, cause-result, comparison, condition, consequence, contrast, elaboration, enablement, evaluation, explanation, manner-means, summary, temporal and topic-comment. However, the topic-comment relation in the RST-DT corpus (and therefore in SPADE and HILDA parsers) is defined in a different way. Indeed, we can find the following definition: topic-comment is "a general statement or topic of discussion is introduced, after which a specific remark is made on the statement or topic of discussion is introduced, after which a reference is given to help the reader interpret the context of the statement (...) Ex. [As far as the pound goes,] [some traders say a slide toward support at 1.5500 may be a favorable development for the dollar this week." [19]. These parsers are based on deep analysis of linguistic features and are hardly usable when large quantities of texts are involved. However, the major reason why we do not use a discourse parser to extract the topic-comment structure of texts is that the extracted topic-comment relation is not the same. Discourse parsers view the topic-comment relation as a remark on the statement while we consider a topic as the phrase that the rest of the clause is understood to be about.

Lioma et al. use rhetorical relations from SPADE parser to re-rank documents [20]. The authors introduced a query likelihood retrieval model based on the probability of generating the query terms from (1) a mixture of the probabilities of generating a query from a document and its rhetorical relations and (2) the probability of generating rhetorical relations from a document. One of the limitations of this approach is that not all types of texts can be parsed this way (e.g. legal texts or item lists have a few rhetorical relations). In addition, the rule-based parsers even if they take into account some statistics, are not extensible to other languages. An even more problematic drawback is related to the shortcomings of the discourse parser since such parsers are very time consuming and cannot be applied on large volumes of data. Lioma et al. state that topic-comment relations as defined by SPADE are extremely sparse in the benchmark IR collections [20], while in our approach topic-comment structure is common for all types of texts as well as for all genres.

Many other document re-ranking approaches consider user behavior, for example clicks or dwell time [21]. Some recent researches also take into account page view history [21]. Such approaches assumes multiple searches for the same information need. Li et al. introduced a document re-ranking using partial social tagging [22] which is the main limitation of the approach. Veningston and Shanmugalakshmi proposed to exploit term graph data structure and re-rank documents according to the association and similarity between them [23]. The authors stated that their approach involve expensive computation. Chou et al. suggested a Semantic Analysis on Relevance Feedback method for re-ranking which is a variant of topic modeling [24]. This approach may be considered as the bag-of-word based since it does not consider the relationships between words within a text.

In [25], the author proposed to exploit topic-comment structure for text summarization. There, the assumption of topic fronting was simplified by viewing a topic as the first half of a sentence. The author stated that topic-comment analysis did not improve results. A possible reason is the method of the topic-comment structure extraction. In contrast to [25], we propose to apply information structure for document re-ranking. Moreover, we introduce another algorithm for topic-comment chunking, namely we assume that a topic should be placed before a personal verb while the rest of the sentence is considered as a comment.

To the best of our knowledge, the closest related work is [26]. The authors propose to apply topic-comment structure for document classification while our approach aims at document re-ranking (but can be easily applied for document retrieval). They hypothesize that the important information belongs to the theme and that relevant documents to a query should share themes. The approach is underlain by the notions of topicality power and explanatory power that allows estimating document topicality by the cascade of neural networks. In contrast to this approach, we propose to integrate the topic-comment structure into the classical retrieval models such as $BM25F$ which is a variant of $BM25$ that takes into account document structure and multiple weighted fields. We choose $BM25F$ as a simplest and elegant way to assign different weights to different document parts. In contrast to $BM25F$ we do not use fields (structural components) but the set of the oppositions between topic and comment. Bouchachia and Mittermeir do consider only features within a document while we believe that it is important to take into account collection features. That is why we introduced the notion of Inversed Comment Frequency which is analogous of the concept of Inversed Document Frequency. The topic-comment annotation process in their approach requires syntax parsing, although other details are not provided in their paper.

III. INFORMATION STRUCTURE FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

A. Automatic Topic-comment Annotation

The topic-comment structure is opposed to formal structure with grammatical elements as the constituents. The difference between topic and grammatical subject is that topic refers to the information or pragmatic structure of a clause and how it is related to other clauses, while the subject is a merely grammatical category.

In simple English clause the topic usually coincides with the subject, even if it is not always the case as for expletives (e.g. it is snowing) that do not have topics at all [10]. Moreover, the unmarked word order in English is Subject - Verb - Object.
(SVO). Thus, it is possible to make an assumption that, as a rule, the topic is placed before the verb. We make an additional assumption, that if a subordinate clause provides details on an object, it is rather related to the comment. Thus, the main idea of the proposed method is to split a sentence into two parts by a personal verb.

Here is an example of the topic-comment chunking from the TREC collection.

Example 5:  
{The Bengal Standard} \text{topic} \{is a description of the ideal} \text{Bengal} \text{and therefore is used to define the quality of each} \text{cat} \text{comment.} \text{ }

Our method requires only shallow parsing, namely sentence chunking and POS tagging. Even if this is a light NLP function, POS tagging can be a challenging issue if applied to an entire document collection. For that reason, we rather use the knowledge on information structure as a mean to re-rank documents that have been retrieved considering more traditional matching (e.g. BM25-based matching), although our algorithm is not limited to re-ranking.

The computational complexity of the proposed method for topic-comment identification is linear over the number of words.

B. Topic vs Comment for Query Matching

State-of-the-art models in IR consider the document ranking function as a matching function between the terms in the documents and the query without considering term relationships. In our model, we hypothesize that the topic-comment structure could be useful in the matching process. Moreover, we argue that topic matching would be more effective than term matching; thus giving more importance to words that correspond to topic during matching.

First of all, we consider that a user expresses the information need by topic only, that is to say that there is no comment in a user’s query. For this reason, any query term is considered as a topic in our approach. On the contrary document sentences contain both topic and comment parts. Since users are supposed to be interested by comments about their topic of interest, we hypothesize that the matching model should consider differently topic/query and comment/query matching.

Furthermore, we can assume that matching topics induce that comments are considered relevant information. Thus, the importance of each topic in a document depends not only on its frequency, but also on the number of related comments, i.e. how well the topic is explained in a document. We propose to take the logarithm of this number in order to smooth the influence. On the other hand, some topics may be too specific and thereby linked to few comments. Therefore we introduced the measure of specificity of the topic \( t \) Inverted Comment Frequency \( ICF(t) \):

\[
ICF(t) = \log \frac{\sum_{j \in T} \text{CommentCount}(t_j)}{\text{CommentCount}(t)}
\]

where \( \text{CommentCount}(t) \) is the number of comments related to the topic \( t \) in the collection, \( T = \{ t_j \}_{j=1}^{|T|} \) refers to all topics in the collection, \( |T| \) is the total number of topics.

The integration of this proposition in most of IR models is quite simple: a specific document term is considered differently whether it occurs in the topic or the comment part of the sentence. We give the example of the integration into the BM25F retrieval model in the next section.

C. Integration of the Topic-comment Structure into Retrieval Models

We integrated topic-comment structure into BM25F retrieval model. Originally BM25F is an extension of Okapi’s BM25 to multiple weighted fields in contrast to linear combination of scores for structured documents [27]. BM25 is calculated as follows:

\[
BM25(d) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{IDF(q_i) \times TF_d(q_i) \times (k_1 + 1)}{TF_d(q_i) + k_1 \times (1 - b + b \times \frac{|d|}{avgDL})} \tag{2}
\]

where \( q_i \) are the terms of the query \( Q \), \( n \) is the number of query terms, \( IDF(q_i) \) is an inverse document frequency of the term \( q_i \), \( TF_d(q_i) \) is a term frequency in the document \( d \), \( |d| \) is the length of the document \( d \) in terms, \( avgDL \) is the average document length in the collection, \( k_1 \) and \( b \) are free parameters. The variable \( b \) calibrates the scaling by document length here with \( b = 0 \) means that there is no length normalization, while \( b = 1 \) corresponds to the fully scaling [28]. The parameter \( k_1 \) determines the document term frequency scaling. Lower values of \( k_1 \) tend to a binary model (i.e. without term frequency), while larger values correspond to applying raw term frequency.

BM25 model is based on the assumption that term frequencies follow 2-Poisson distribution and for each term the distribution is split into two categories: elite and non-elite. As Robertson et al. assert, this relation may be considered from the opposite point of view, namely, the terms of a given document are labeled as elite or non-elite [27]. A term is elite in a document if the document is about the concept denoted by the term. The elite terms refer to the topics of the document. Bag-of-words based approaches presuppose the independence from the position of a term but the boosted probabilities of elite terms. Robertson et al. assumed that for some parts of structured documents the probabilities of the elite terms are boosted even more. Thus, they proposed to assign different weights to the term coming from different document parts:

\[
BM25F(d) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{IDF(q_i) \times TF^F_d(q_i) \times (k_1 + 1)}{TF^F_d(q_i) + k_1 \times (1 - b + b \times \frac{|d|}{avgDL})} \tag{3}
\]

\( TF^F_d(q_i) \) is a weighted sum of the frequencies of the query term \( q_i \) in the document fields:

\[
TF^F_d(q_i) = \sum_{f \in d} w_f \times TF_f(q_i) \tag{4}
\]

where \( f \) are document fields with the corresponding weights \( w_f \) and \( TF_f(q_i) \) are the frequencies of the query term \( q_i \) in the field \( f \).
However, document structure is not uniform and therefore is hard to analyze. In contrast to document fields, topic-comment structure is common for all texts and genres. Thus, we compute document score as follows:

\[
\text{score}(d) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{ICF(q_i) \times TC \times (k_i + 1)}{TC + k_i \times (1 - b + b \times \frac{\ln_{\text{topic}}(d)}{\text{avgDL}_{\text{topic}}})}
\]  

(5)

\[TC = tw \times \text{explRate}(q_i) f(q_i, T_d) + (1 - tw) \times f(q_i, C_d)\]

\[\text{explRate}(q_i) = \log(\text{CommentCount}_d(t) + 1)\]

where \(tw\) is the topic weight which is the analogue to the field weight in the classical BM25F model, \(f(q_i, T_d)\) is \(q_i\)'s term frequency in the topic parts of the document \(d\), \(f(q_i, C_d)\) is the frequency of the term \(q_i\) in the comment parts of the document \(d\), \(\ln_{\text{topic}}(d)\) is the length of the document \(d\) in topics (i.e. the number of topic terms), and \(\text{avgDL}_{\text{topic}}\) is the average document length in the collection in topics, \(k_1\) and \(b\) are free parameters, and \(\text{CommentCount}_d(t)\) refers to the number of comments related to the topic \(t\) in the document \(d\). \(tw\) is a parameter in the model. It could be assigned or learnt.

Similarly to the classical BM25 model, the parameter \(b\) determines the scaling by document length but in terms of the number of topics. As in BM25, \(b = 0\) corresponds to no length normalization, while \(b = 1\) indicates the fully scaling. The variable \(k_1\) calibrates topic frequency scaling of a document. As in BM25 the weighting parameter \(tw\) shows the impact of the topic part of a document into the resulting value.

We introduced the notion of the explanation rate \(\text{explRate}(q_i)\) showing how well the topic is explained in the document. This notion is similar to the topicality power of a term proposed in [26] which is considered within a document and shows how strong it is explained (i.e. the number of comments it has). The first difference is that we propose to use the logarithm instead a raw sum in order to deal with large numbers. Explanatory power in [26] is viewed as the number of times a term is occurring at a comment regardless the topic of the comment it has). The first difference is that we propose to use the logarithm instead a raw sum in order to deal with large numbers. Explanatory power in [26] is viewed as the number of times a term is occurring at a comment regardless the topic of the comment it has). The first difference is that we propose to use the logarithm instead a raw sum in order to deal with large numbers. Explanatory power in [26] is viewed as the number of times a term is occurring at a comment regardless the topic of the comment it has). The first difference is that we propose to use the logarithm instead a raw sum in order to deal with large numbers. Explanatory power in [26] is viewed as the number of times a term is occurring at a comment regardless the topic of the comment it has).

In order to match query terms with topics from documents, after having extracted topic-comment structure, we incrementally extract multi-word expressions based on normalized point-wise mutual information \(\text{npmi}(x, y)\) [29]:

\[
\text{npmi}(x, y) = \frac{\text{pmi}(x, y) - \log[p(x, y)]}{\log[p(x)p(y)]} \text{pmi}(x, y) = \log \frac{p(x, y)}{p(x)p(y)} \]

(6)

where \(\text{pmi}(x, y)\) is the point-wise mutual information of the terms \(x\) and \(y\), \(p(x, y)\) is the joint probability of \(x\) and \(y\), \(p(x)\) and \(p(y)\) are the probabilities of the terms \(x\) and \(y\) respectively.

Candidates made of exclusively functional words are rejected as well as candidates containing punctuation marks. We hypothesized that multi-word expression matching should be more important than a single word. Therefore, we integrated the length in terms of tokens of the expression \(\text{length}(q_i)\) into the final score:

\[
\text{score}(d) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\text{length}(q_i) \times ICF(q_i) \times TC \times (k_i + 1)}{TC + k_i \times (1 - b + b \times \frac{\ln_{\text{topic}}(d)}{\text{avgDL}_{\text{topic}}})}
\]

(7)

IV. Evaluation Framework

The evaluation was performed on two TREC data sets:

- Robust TREC;
- WT10G.

Robust TREC set consists of about 528,000 news articles and 1,904 MB of text of TREC Disk4&5 (except Congressional Record data) and 249 topics with relevance judgments. Robust TREC set is "pure" collections since the documents have almost the same format and there is no spam. WT10G is 10GB subset of the web snapshot and of Internet Archive.

WT10G contains more than 1.6 million of documents. There are 98 topics with relevance judgments. In contrast to Robust, WT10G is a snapshot of the web with real documents in HTML format, some of which are spam.

The system performance was evaluated using several measures implemented in trec_eval\(^1\) software provided by the TREC community for evaluating an ad hoc retrieval run, given the results file and a standard set of judged results. We considered the following evaluation measures:

- MAP (Mean Average Precision) over all queries which is the arithmetic mean of average precision values for individual queries and has been shown to have very good discrimination and stability.
- NDCG (Normalised Discounted Cumulated Gain). Since the gain of each document is discounted at lower ranks, this measure is suitable for re-ranking evaluation.
- BPREF (Binary Preference) computes a preference of whether judged relevant documents have higher rank than judged non-relevant documents. Thus, BPREF does not treat non-assessed documents as non-relevant while MAP does. This is important for large collections where the probability of retrieving non-assessed documents is higher.

We compared our system with two baselines implemented in the Terrier platform [30], namely

- BM25;
- \(\text{InL}2\) weighting model with Bo2 query expansion algorithm (\(\text{InL}2\text{Bo2}\)).

We used BM25 with query term weighting:

\[
BM25(d) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\text{IDF}(q_i) \times TF_d(q_i) \times (k_i + 1)}{\text{avgDL}_{\text{topic}} + k_i \times (1 - b + b \times \frac{\ln_{\text{topic}}(d)}{\text{avgDL}_{\text{topic}}})}
\]

\[
\times (k_3 + 1) \times TF_q(q_i) \]

(8)

\(^1\)http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/
where \( TF_i(q_i) \) is the frequency of term \( q_i \) in the query \( q \).
We used the default values of the model, namely \( b = 0.75 \), \( k_1 = 1.2 \), \( k_3 = 8 \).

\( InL2 \) is a DFR (divergence from randomness) model based on TF-IDF measure with L2 term frequency normalization [31]. This model is based on the assumption that informative words are relatively more frequent in relevant documents than in others. \( InL2 \) demonstrates better performance at many recall levels and in average precision than traditional retrieval models such as BM25 [32]. L2 normalization is less sensitive to document length. According our preliminary study, with the default Terrier’s parameters, on the used collections \( InL2 \) showed better results than Okapi’s BM25 and Hiemstra’s implementation of the language model. Bo2 is a pseudo-relevance feedback algorithm for query expansion based on Bose-Einstein statistics and DFR model. On the chosen collections, this method outperformed RM3 model implemented in Indri, a search engine from the Lemur project mainly built on the language modeling information retrieval\(^2\). RM3 is an Indri’s adaptation of Lavrenko and Croft’s relevance models [33]. For all method the stemming was performed by Porter algorithm. We parsed the document retrieved by the baseline system by the Stanford POS tagger which also allows sentence chunking [34].

For our model, we used top 20 documents for re-ranking. The re-ranking was performed within blocks of 5 documents. The topic weight was set to \( tw = 0.8 \). The coefficients \( k_1 = 6 \) and \( b = 0.2 \). We considered only unigrams and bigrams. We also excluded the lower order expressions from the query term list if they are parts from a higher order expression. For example, a query \( q = safety \ plastic \ surgery \) is presented as \( q = \{q_1, q_2 \} \), where \( q_1 = safety \) and \( q_2 = plastic \ surgery \) and the unigrams \( plastic \) and \( surgery \) are ignored.

V. Results

Table I provides evaluation results. The differences with the corresponding baselines marked by * are significant at the level \( p = 0.05 \). According to all evaluation measures for both data sets our method (TC) outperformed the corresponding baselines.

On Robust data set our method \( BM25 + TC \) showed better results than \( BM25 \) on 113 queries and it was bellow it on 105 queries. The lower performance was observed for easier queries with the average \( NDCG_{avg} = 0.5113 \) according to \( BM25 \) while the better results were obtained for more difficult queries \( (NDCG_{avg} = 0.5033) \). \( InL2Bo2 + TC \) excelled the baseline \( InL2Bo2 \) on 107 queries and it was bellow it on 101 queries. The lower performance was observed for queries with higher values of \( NDCG_{avg} \) in average \( (0.64 \text{ according to } InL2Bo2) \) while the better results were observed for more difficult queries \( (NDCG_{avg} = 0.56) \).

On the WT10G \( BM25 + TC \) outperformed \( BM25 \) for 42 queries \( (NDCG_{avg} = 0.5153) \) and it was less efficient for 18 queries \( (NDCG_{avg} = 0.55) \). \( InL2Bo2 + TC \) showed better results than \( InL2Bo2 \) for 40 queries \( (NDCG_{avg} = 0.56) \) and it was less efficient for 22 queries \( (NDCG_{avg} = 0.628) \).

Thus, we can conclude that the approach proposed in this paper is more suitable for difficult queries.

Tables II and III report the detailed statistics of the amelioration/degradation of results for all, very difficult \( (MAP(BM25) \leq 0.1) \), difficult \( (MAP(BM25) \leq 0.25) \) and simple \( (MAP(BM25) \geq 0.5) \) queries for Robust and WT10G collections respectively. These tables also provide evidence that the proposed method improve rather difficult queries especially on the web data set.

![Figures 1 and 2 provide the histograms of the NDCG differences between our method and the corresponding baselines on the Robust and WT10G data sets respectively. In order to evaluate the model stability, we studied the variation of the parameters \( k_1 \) and \( b \) with the fixed values of the other parameters. Figures 3 and 4 show the influence of \( b \) and \( k_1 \) respectively on the values of the \( NDCG_6 \) on the Robust and WT10G data sets. Here, we present the results obtained for \( BM25 \) as a baseline. As previously, we re-ranked 20 documents within blocks of 5 texts. The topic weight was set to \( tw = 0.8 \). For the variation of \( k_1 \) the value of \( b \) was set

\(^2\)http://www.lemurproject.org/

---

**Table I: General results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>BM25</th>
<th>BM25+TC</th>
<th>InL2Bo2</th>
<th>InL2Bo2+TC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>0.2365</td>
<td>0.2386</td>
<td>0.2801</td>
<td>0.2884*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BPREF</td>
<td>0.2462</td>
<td>0.2472</td>
<td>0.2782</td>
<td>0.2863*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>0.5079</td>
<td>0.512*</td>
<td>0.5549</td>
<td>0.5597*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT10G</td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>0.1867</td>
<td>0.1959*</td>
<td>0.2152</td>
<td>0.219*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BPREF</td>
<td>0.1865</td>
<td>0.1948*</td>
<td>0.2056</td>
<td>0.2138*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>0.4584</td>
<td>0.4705*</td>
<td>0.4861</td>
<td>0.4917*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II: # of improved and worsen queries (Robust)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of queries</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Very different</th>
<th>Difficult ( (MAP(BM25) \leq 0.1) )</th>
<th>Difficult ( (MAP(BM25) \leq 0.25) )</th>
<th>Simple ( (MAP(BM25) \geq 0.5) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>249</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( BM25 + TC ) &gt; ( BM25 )</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( BM25 + TC ) &lt; ( BM25 )</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( InL2Bo2 + TC ) &gt; ( InL2Bo2 )</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( InL2Bo2 + TC ) &lt; ( InL2Bo2 )</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE III

# OF IMPROVED AND WORSEN QUERIES (WT10G)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAP(BM25+TC)</th>
<th>Very difficult</th>
<th>Difficult</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>MAP(BM25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of queries</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25 + TC &gt; BM25</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25 + TC &lt; BM25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InL2Bo2 + TC &gt; InL2Bo2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InL2Bo2 + TC &lt; InL2Bo2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 1.** Histogram of the NDCG difference with the baseline (Robust)

**Fig. 2.** Histogram of the NDCG difference with the baseline (WT10G)

to 0.2. \(k_1\) was varied from 2 to 10. For the variation of \(b\) the value of \(k_1\) was fixed to 6. We examined the values of \(b\) in the inclusive interval \([0, 1]\).

Figure 4 provides evidence that the model is stable regarding the parameter \(k_1\), while Figure 3 indicates that the variation of \(b\) influences a lot the re-ranking results. The stability of the proposed method relatively to \(k_1\) means that our model has low sensitivity to term frequency. However, it is very sensitive to the normalization of topic number in a document. The best value of \(b = 0.2\) for both collections. It corresponds to low rate of normalization. However, no normalization causes low results. The best value of \(b = 0.2\) in our model is lower than the recommended value of \(b = 0.75\) in the traditional \(BM25\) model. Apparently, it can be explained by the smaller number of topics than the number of terms in a document. The value of \(b\) in our model is lower than the traditional value of \(b = 0.75\) in the traditional \(BM25\) model. Apparently, it can be explained by the smaller number of topics than the number of terms in a document. \(b\) and \(k_1\) demonstrate the same trends for both collections.

Figure 5 demonstrates the impact of the topic weight \(tw\). Although \(tw\) shows stability in general, the trends are different for test collections. For WT10G one can observe that higher topic weights ameliorate results, while for the Robust data set the extreme values provoke small degradation. This could be explained by the fact that the comments are usually much longer than the topics. Thus, the prior probability to find a term within comments is higher than in topics. Higher values of topic weight decrease comment weight. This leads to the lost of documents that just mention relevant information but are not entirely about the subject.

Among 249 queries from the Robust collection 53 queries contained bigrams. For the WT10G this number was equal to 13. We removed these queries in order to measure the performance of the topic-comment approach without bigram extraction. The results are given in Table IV. This table indicates that our approach remains better than the baselines even in case of unigrams.

Let consider a query *piracy* and two examples of documents from the Robust collection.

**Example 6:**

<num> 367
<title> piracy
<desc> What modern instances have there been of old fashioned piracy, the boarding or taking control of boats?
In the Strait of Malacca and in the narrow PBG channel, off Singapore]{comment.}

Shipowners say most attacks in the area{topic seem to be carried out by Indonesians who disappear in the labyrinth of Indonesian islands between Singapore and Sumatra]{comment.}

In one incident pirates{topic boarded a supertanker carrying 240,000 tons of crude oil in the Phillips channel]{comment.}

The crew{topic was tied up and the tanker was left cruising, unpiloted]{comment.}

Shipowners{topic have rejected proposals for a toll to keep the region’s seas safe]{comment.}

They{topic say security is the responsibility of the states themselves]{comment.}

It was reported last week that Indonesia and Singapore had agreed new measures to combat piracy, including granting each country’s marine police and navy the right of hot pursuit]{comment.}

**Example 8: Document FBIS4-60337**

{BFN [Report by Ahmad ‘Izz-al-Din at the Presidential]{topic.

{[Excerpt] Prime Minister Rafiq al-Hariri}{topic has denounced Israel’s piracy, which contradicts all norms and proves that Israel is not serious about peace}{comment.

{Prime Minister al-Hariri}{topic [denied that there is any hesitation about adopting a stance on the Israeli piracy, noting that Lebanon is studying the possibility of submitting a complaint against this crime]{comment.

{President Ilyas al-Hirawi and Prime Minister Rafiq al-Hariri}{topic [held a meeting this morning during which they discussed the Israeli piracy operation and the measures the government will adopt]{comment.

Example 7 is talking about pirate attacks and therefore it was judged relevant while the second document (example 8) is rather about politics and thus it was judged irrelevant. Our system assigned higher score to the document FT923-9880 than to the document FBIS4-60337 (TC FT923-9880 = 198.98, TC FBIS4-60337 = 160.18) while BM25 ranked these document in the inverted order (BM25 FT923-9880 = 9.11, BM25 FBIS4-60337 = 9.14) since the term piracy

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>BM25</th>
<th>BM25+TC</th>
<th>InL2Bo2</th>
<th>InL2Bo2+TC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>0.4936</td>
<td>0.5002</td>
<td>0.5428</td>
<td>0.5497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT10G</td>
<td>0.4499</td>
<td>0.4574</td>
<td>0.4881</td>
<td>0.4903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is extremely frequent in the second document. However, it occurs only in the comment part of the second document. In contrast, in the first document it appears both in the topic and the comment parts.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a novel approach for document re-ranking in information retrieval based on topic-comment structure of texts, although it can be easily generalized to document retrieval. We introduced an automatic topic-comment annotation method based on the topic fronting assumption that requires only shallow parsing, namely sentence chunking and POS tagging. The main idea of the proposed method is to split a sentence into two parts by a personal verb.

We integrated topic-comment structure into $BM25^F$ retrieval model. Firstly, we hypothesized that the topics should have more weight than the comments. However, the experiment results demonstrated that extreme values of this coefficient (i.e., ignoring topics or comments) decreased the results in average. The possible explanation is that the comments are usually much longer than the topics and therefore the prior probability of a query term to occur within comments is higher. Higher values of topic weight could lead to the lost of documents that just mention relevant information but are not entirely about the subject. In general, the model parameters showed stability; however, the value $b = 0.2$ gives better results. That could be caused by the smaller number of topics with regard to the number of terms in a document.

We evaluated our approach on two TREC data sets. According to all used evaluation measures for both test collections, our method significantly outperformed the strong baselines provided by the Terrier platform. Experiment results allow drawing a conclusion that the approach proposed in this paper is more suitable for difficult queries. Our approach remains better than the baselines even in case of unigrams.

Since our method makes the difference between sentences where the topic and the comment are inversed (as in Examples 3 and 4), we believe that our approach makes sense for question answering and focused IR. In future work we are going to investigate these tracks.
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